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Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) polarization experiments can reveal:

Evidence for the universe's initial conditions via a detection of the CMB's 
large-scale B-mode polarization pattern, providing constraints on inflationary 
gravitational waves (at E~1016 GeV). Also, a form of GW indirect detection.

Further Fundamental Physics:
Neutrino masses 

Helium abundance
Neutrino chemical potentials
Interstellar magnetic fields
Primordial magnetic fields

Exotic physics, such as cosmic birefringence 

Focus on Fundamental Physics



Hu & Okamoto 2002

“Is this Better or Worse?” 
Before & After Lensing Maps

E BT



Without B-modes

“Blink and You’ll Miss It!”
10°

Helmholtz’sThm:       
“grad”: even parity                            
“curl”: odd parity 

CMB Map

GWB: > 2° scales

Lensing, mν < 0.1°



10°

With B-modes From Gravitational Lensing!

Helmholtz’sThm:       
“grad”: even parity                            
“curl”: odd parity 

CMB Map

GWB: > 2° scales

Lensing, mν < 0.1°

“Blink and You’ll Miss It!”

Each photon is 
deflected by a few 
arcminutes but the 

structures responsible 
for lensing are 

coherent over ~3º 
scales. 



Neutrinos
• We now know there are only ~3 

relativistic Fermions which are 
cosmologically relevant.

• At least one of the three neutrinos 
has mass (from neutrino oscillation 
experiments).

• Oscillation experiments are only 
sensitive to the square of the mass 
differences.

• Cosmological probes are sensitive 
to the sum of all three masses. The 
more massive the neutrinos are, the 
larger the suppression at small 
angular scales.

Scott Dodelson

Neutrino mass and (possible) chemical potential affect structure formation.

Need <100meV resolution 
to resolve hierarchy, < 50 
meV to definitively detect



Why is Polarization Sensitive 
to Lensing?

• B-mode polarization is extremely sensitive since it is a 
whole new signal (at small angular scales). 

• EB correlations are forbidden without lensing, so EB is the 
most sensitive to the deflection angle (Hu & Okamoto,), 
and to neutrino physics: Mv (Kaplinghat et al) and 
degeneracy, ξ (Shimon et al.) .

• As an additional bonus, EB is cleaner than TT.



Magnetic Motivation

• Magnetic fields detected in >100 galaxies,  galaxy clusters, including Coma.

• Only upper limits exist on cosmological, primordial magnetic fields (PMF). 

• Limits are10-100x below galactic & cluster fields, suggesting that magnetic 
fields are amplified, if not created, in structure formation.

• There are no detections of purely cosmological fields (i.e., fields not 
associated with gravitationally bound or collapsing structures).

• Constraints on PMF can be derived by considering using BBN, the CMB 
and polarized extragalactic sources.

• BBN:  at t ≃ 1 s,  T ≃ 1 MeV, the energy density of the Universe is 2 × 1025 
erg cm−3 which is comparable to the energy density in a 6 × 1012 G 
magnetic field. The PMF must be lower to not spoil BBN predictions.

• This implies PMF: B < 10−6 G. (Kolb & Turner, http://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0207240v1.pdf)



Primordial Magnetic field   B

• Phase transitions- QCD, Electroweak, GUT
• Cosmic strings

Magnetic helicity and Magnetic flux are almost 
conserved during the evolution of the universe

B CMB

Name of the game
• We would like to detect the presence of primordial magnetic field (PMF) and
•  would like to know the physics responsible for generating PMF 

1. Magnetic anisotropic stress    generates B-mode
2. Faraday rotation                    converting E to B

Perhaps the magnetic fields we see in the 
structure around us, originated from seed 
magnetic fields imprinted in the “early universe”

Galaxies               B~ few μG,      ~Kpc
Galaxy clusters     B~ 1-10 μG,      ~10-100 Kpc
Objects at z~2      B~10 μG

 
The physics responsible for generating the seed 
magnetic fields is largely unknown. 

Wednesday, April 25, 12

Yadav & Pogosian (2011)
Yadav, Shimon, & Keating (2012)

Exotic: Primordial Magnetic Fieldsar
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Revealing Cosmic Rotation

Amit P.S. Yadav1,3, Meir Shimon2, and Brian G. Keating3
1Institute for Advanced Study, School of Natural Sciences, Einstein Drive, Princeton, NJ 08540

2School of Physics and Astronomy, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel and
3Center for Astrophysics and Space Sciences, University of California,

San Diego, 9500 Gilman Drive, La Jolla, CA, 92093-0424
(Dated: July 31, 2012)

Cosmological Birefringence (CB), a rotation of the polarization plane of radiation coming to
us from distant astrophysical sources, may reveal parity violation in either the electromagnetic or
gravitational sectors of the fundamental interactions in nature. Until only recently this phenomenon
could be probed with only radio observations or observations at UV wavelengths. Recently, there
is a substantial e!ort to constrain such non-standard models using observations of the rotation
of the polarization plane of cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation. This can be done via
measurements of the B-modes of the CMB or by measuring its TB and EB correlations which vanish
in the standard model. In this paper we show that EB correlations-based estimator is the best for
upcoming polarization experiments. The EB based estimator surpasses other estimators because it
has the smallest noise and of all the estimators is least a!ected by systematics. Current polarimeters
are optimized for the detection of B-mode polarization from either primordial gravitational waves
or by large scale structure via gravitational lensing. In the paper we also study optimization of
CMB experiments for the detection of cosmological birefringence, in the presence of instrumental
systematics, which by themselves are capable of producing EB correlations; potentially mimicking
CB.

PACS numbers: 98.70.Vc

INTRODUCTION

The cosmic microwave background (CMB) is, arguably, the ideal probe of the standard cosmological model. The
polarization of the CMB can be studied in terms of the parity-even E and parity-odd B-modes [1–4]. In the standard
cosmological model, the physics governing the radiating field is parity invariant. Hence, the parity odd correlations
!TB", !EB" vanish identically. However, the plane of the CMB’s linear polarization can be rotated due to interactions
which introduce di!erent dispersion relations for left and right circularly polarized modes, during propagation to us
from the last scattering surface. Such rotations generate non-zero !TB" and !EB"cross-correlations in the CMB.
Thus, measurement of these correlations allow estimation of the rotation of the plane of the CMB polarization [5].
Such rotation can come from several processes/sources: e.g., foregrounds, Faraday rotation due to interactions with
magnetic fields, and interactions with pseudoscalar fields [6]. The interaction with foregrounds and Faraday rotation
lead to frequency dependent e!ects; the latter having a frequency dependence (# !!2) [7–10], while interactions with
pseudo-scalar fields are usually assumed to be frequency independent. The distinct frequency dependencies allow
separation of these e!ects.
We know that parity is violated by weak interactions and is possibly violated in the early universe, giving rise

to baryon asymmetry. Hence, investigating the existence of parity violating interactions involving cosmologically
evolving scalar fields is well-motivated. As an example, an interaction of the form !

2MFµ" F̃µ" [6, 11], rotates the

polarization plane of linearly polarized light by an angle of rotation " = 1
M

!

d#$̇ during propagation for a conformal

time # . Here Fµ" is electromagnetic strength tensor, and F̃µ" is its dual. The fluctuations in the scalar field $ are
then encoded in the rotation angle " of the polarization.
Faraday rotation (FR), an interaction of CMB with magnetic fields, rotates the plane of polarization by angle

" = 3
16#2e%

2
0

!

#̇ B · dl , where #̇ $ ne&T a is the di!erential optical depth, ne is the line of sight free electron density,
&T is the Thomson scattering cross-section, a is the scale factor, %0 is the observed wavelength of the radiation, B is
the “comoving” magnetic field, and dl is the comoving length element along the photon trajectory. Magnetic fields are
prevalent in cosmic structures at high redshift [12] and it is possible that they may have generated from primordial
seed fields imprinted in the early universe (see [13] for a review). It has been shown that constraining FR using the
CMB polarization information is a leading diagnostic of primordial magnetic field [14, 15].
As we will show, upcoming CMB polarization probes have the potential constrain the CB rotation angle, ", to

unprecedented precision – at the 1" level. The objective of this paper is to seek optimization schemes for a family
of proposed ground-based CMB experiments to detect cosmological birefringence. In particular, we consider the
possibility of increasing the size of observed sky patch at the expense of increasing the map noise of the experiments

c.f.: Temperature signal CTT
` / B

1
4

Anisotropic stress, charges creates magnetic fields which, via Faraday rotation, converts E to B
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Parameter Planck Planck+ACTPol CMBPol

uncertainty

!(!bh
2) 0.00013 0.000079 (1.6) 0.000032 (4.1)

!(!ch
2) 0.0010 0.00063 (1.6) 0.00027 (3.7)

!(H0) 0.52 0.30 (1.7) 0.12 (4.3)

!(" ) 0.0042 0.0034 (1.2) 0.0023 (1.8)

!(nS) 0.0032 0.0021 (1.5) 0.0015 (2.1)

!(log[1010AS]) 0.013 0.0085 (1.5) 0.0055 (2.4)

!(pann) < 1.5 · 10!7 < 1.2 · 10!7 (1.2) < 6.3 · 10!8 (2.4)

TABLE V. 68% c.l. errors on cosmological parameters in
the case of dark matter annihilation. The upper limits on
pann are at 95% c.l.. The parameter pann is measured in
[m3/s/Kg]. The numbers in brackets show the improvement
factor !Planck/! respect to the Planck experiment.

WMAP5 at almost 2! ! c.l..
Results reported in Table V will exclude these models

at more than " 10 ! ! c.l. for Planck and Plank+ACT
and at " 20! ! for CMBPol, as shown in figure 7.
It is also interesting to notice that the constraints ob-

tained by CMBpol are comparable to those obtained by
a cosmic variance limited (CVL) experiment with angu-
lar resolution comparable to Planck and without lensing
extraction. In fact, such a CVL experiment gives a con-
straint of pann = 5 # 10!8 [37], comparable to the one
reported in Table V for CMBpol. Finally, it is worth
noting that adding small scale data from ACT improves
the constraints obtained with Planck only data by just
20%.

E. Future Constraints on Helium Abundance

Yp

ω
b
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0.0222

0.0224

0.0226

0.0228

0.023

0.0232

FIG. 8. 68% and 95% likelihood contour plots on the YHe - #b

plane for Planck (blue), Planck+ACTPol (red) and CMBPol
(green).

Yp
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0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28
0.945
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0.965

0.97
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FIG. 9. 68% and 95% likelihood contour plots on the YHe - ns

plane for Planck (blue), Planck+ACTPol (red) and CMBPol
(green).

As recently shown by several authors ([46], [47],
[48], [49]) the small scale CMB anisotropy spectrum
can provide a powerful method for accurately deter-
mining the primordial 4He abundance. Current astro-
physical measurements of primordial fractional abun-
dance Yp =4 He/(H +4 He) can be contained in the con-
servative estimate of Yp = 0.250± 0.003 (see e.g. [50]).
As we can see from Table VI, the Planck satellite mis-

sion alone will not reach this accuracy, even when com-
bined with ACT. However it is important to note that
the Helium abundance in the BBN scenario is a grow-
ing function of Neff and the baryon density. A change
in !Neff " 1 could produce a " 5% variation in Yp

that could be measurable by Planck or Planck+ACTPol.
Moreover, a CMBPol-like experiment has the potential
of reaching a precision comparable with current astro-
physical measurements. This will open a new window
of research for testing systematics in current primordial
helium determinations.

Parameter Planck Planck+ACTPol CMBPol

uncertainty

!(!bh
2) 0.00019 0.00013 (1.5) 0.000051 (3.7)

!(!ch
2) 0.0010 0.00064 (1.5) 0.00027 (3.7)

!($S) 0.00046 0.00026 (1.8) 0.00010 (4.6)

!(" ) 0.0043 0.0035 (1.2) 0.0023 (1.9)

!(nS) 0.0063 0.0042 (1.5) 0.0025 (2.5)

!(log[1010AS]) 0.013 0.013 (1.0) 0.0079 (1.6)

!(Yp) 0.010 0.0060 (1.6) 0.0029 (3.4)

TABLE VI. 68% c.l. errors on cosmological parameters in the
case of helium abundance. The numbers in brackets show the
improvement factor !Planck/! respect to the Planck experi-
ment.

Comparing the results in Table VI with the constraints

High-\ell E-modes enter 
the horizon before the 
helium fully recombines

Helium Abundance:  As good as astrophysical bounds



Cosmic Birefringence
Rotation of Polarization Plane



 EB and TB '`forbidden inducing

 BE converting

 Uand Q mixing

  planeon polarizati  theofRotation 
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Couples to CMB lensing ?

Miller, Shimon & BK (2009)

Alexander & Yunes (2009)

Wu et al. (2009)

Komatsu et al. (2009)



Birefringence
z=1030

B

Birefringence



Exotic: Parity Violating Interactions

L / E2 �B2 ! E2 �B2 + g ~E · ~B

!2 = k2 ± (4⇡g��̇k)

Modify the Electromagnetic Lagrangian (Carroll, Field & Jackiw 1990)

Produces two different phase 
velocities; one for LCP, on for RCP:

The superposition of the two circular polarizations causes rotation
 of the plane of linear polarization. Produces “forbidden” spectra!

3
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FIG. 1: power spectra using WMAP 7-year data derived parameters rotated by -3� (blue) to +3� (red) in 0.5� steps
for 1a) TB and 1b) EB.

though not independent, to probe inconsistencies with an
overall rotation angle between spectral combinations.

B. Likelihood Analysis

As mentioned above, two likelihood analysis methods
were employed: a standard �

2 method and the more ro-
bust Hamimeche-Lewis (HL) likelihood method [cite HL].
The two methods were found to produce similar results
though the HL method is used for the final results since
it more accurately treats cross spectra covariances. Both
analysis methodologies were tested for any biases and, in
simulations, were found to produce expected results for
known input rotation angles.

For both methods, the rotation angle was found which
maximized the likelihood and error bars were found by
finding the interval which contained 68% probability.

1. Standard �2 Method

The first method was chosen due to its numerical e�-
ciency and ease of implementation. Here, the di↵erence
between the observed spectra and rotation model spectra
was computed as a function of rotation angle ↵

D

XX0

` (↵) = C

XX0,obs
` � C

XX0,thy
` (↵)

(5)

where C`

XX0,obs is the observed Bicep1XX

0 power spec-

tra and C

XX0,thy
` (↵) is the theoretical rotated bandpower

for XX

0 as a function of ↵. Here, X,X

0 2 [T,E,B]. The
�

2 statistic was then constructed using

�

2,XX0
(↵) =

X

``0

D

XX0

` (↵)M�1
``0 D

XX0

`0 (↵) (6)

where M``0 is the covariance matrix between bandpow-
ers ` and `

0. M``0 was modeled as block-pentadiagonal,
where only bandpowers separated by ±2 data points were
used for the calculation as the covariances between band-
powers with a larger separation are noise dominated. Fig-
ure 3 shows a schematic of the bandpower covariance ma-
trix elements used in the calculation.
There are nine bandpowers for each spec-

tra used in this analysis centered at ` =
38, 73, 108, 148, 178, 213, 248, 283, and 318. The ‘theoret-
ical’ bandpowers Cthy

n represent the e↵ect of polarization
rotation on the power spectra while the ‘observed’
C

obs
n include any cosmological polarization rotation

and other systematics that could potentially leak both
intensity and E�mode polarization into B�mode
polarization, thereby giving rise to nonvanishing TB

and EB correlations in the CMB. Such TB and EB

correlations could be induced by beam systematics or
foregrounds. Experiments such as Bicep1 which were
optimized for B�mode detection might be a↵ected by
systematics even though they are designed to provide
unbiased B-mode measurements for an assumed level of
primordial tensor modes.

2. Hamimeche-Lewis Method

In [Bicep1 collaboration 2013] it was found that the
HL method reduced biases of the tensor-to-scalar ratio
as compared to the o↵set lognormal method and thus it
was adopted for this analysis. As before, a �

2 statistic is
constructed as in equation 6 but here

D

XX0

` (↵) = vecp
⇣
C

1/2
f` U`g(C`)U

†
`C

1/2
f`

⌘
. (7)

One crucial di↵erence between this method and the stan-
dard �

2 method is that XX

0 includes all combinations of
the spectra X and X

0; e.g. for EB this method does not

CTB
`

CEB
`

+3º +3º

-3º-3º

Jon Kaufman
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FIG. 1: The binned TB and EB spectra measured by
the small-scale CMB experiments of BOOMERanG (black
squares), BICEP (red circles) and QUaD (blue triangles). The
black solid curves show the theoretical prediction of a model
with !! = !2.62 deg.

Pole, are the bolometric polarimeters designed to cap-
ture the CMB information at two di!erent frequency
bands of 100GHz and 150GHz, and on small scales –
the released first two-year BICEP data are in the range
of 21 ! ! ! 335 [13]; whereas the QUaD team measures
the polarization spectra at 164 ! ! ! 2026, based on an
analysis of the observation in the second and third season
[14].

In Fig 1 we show the binned TB and EB power spec-
tra released by the BOOMERanG, BICEP and QUaD
collaborations. Compared to the B03 data, one can see
that the BICEP and QUaD data have apparently smaller
errors, implying that adding these data to the previous
analysis, e.g. Ref.[8], might in principal narrow down the
constraint on the rotation angle, which is essentially the
aim of this work.

Method – Given the aforementioned CMB polarization
data, we make a global analysis to constrain the rotation
angle "" using a modified version of CosmoMC, a publicly
available Markov Chain Monte Carlo engine [15]. With-
out loss of generality, we assume the purely adiabatic ini-
tial conditions and a flat universe, and explore the param-
eter space of P " (#b, #c,#s, $, ns, log[1010As], r,"").
Here, #b " $bh2 and #c " $ch2 are the physical baryon
and cold dark matter densities relative to the critical den-
sity, respectively, #s denotes the ratio of the sound hori-
zon to the angular diameter distance at decoupling, $
measures the optical depth to re-ionization, As and ns

characterize the amplitude and the spectral index of the
primordial scalar power spectrum, respectively, r is the
tensor to scalar ratio of the primordial spectrum, and we
choose ks0 = 0.05 Mpc!1 as the pivot scale of the pri-
mordial spectrum.

The rotation angle "" is accumulated along the jour-

FIG. 2: One-dimensional posterior distributions of the rota-
tion angle derived from various data combinations. The dot-
ted vertical line illustrates the unrotated case (!! = 0) to
guide eyes.

TABLE I: Constraints on the rotation angle from various
CMB data sets. The Mean values and 68% C.L. error bars
are shown.

Data !! (deg) Reference

WMAP5+B03+BICEP !2.62 ± 0.87 This work

BICEP !2.60 ± 1.02 This work

WMAP5+B03 !2.6 ± 1.9 Ref.[8]

WMAP5 !1.7 ± 2.1 Ref.[1]

WMAP3+B03 !6.2 ± 3.8 Ref.[16]

WMAP3 !2.5 ± 3.0 Ref.[17]

WMAP3+B03 !6.0 ± 4.0 Ref.[6]

ney of CMB photons, and the constraints on the rota-
tion angle depends on the multipoles !. In Ref.[1], the
WMAP5 group found that the rotation angle is mainly
constrained from the high-! polarization data, and the
polarization data at low multipoles do not a!ect the re-
sult significantly. Therefore, in our analysis, we assume
a constant rotation angle "" at all multipoles. Fur-
ther, we also impose a conservative flat prior on "" as,
#%/2 ! "" ! %/2.

Numerical Results – We present our result derived from
the WMAP5, B03 and BICEP polarization data in Ta-
ble I and Fig.2, in comparison with the published results.

As shown, the previously published constraints on the
rotation angle, including the most stringent constraints
"" = #2.6 ± 1.9 deg (1 &) from WMAP5+B03 pre-
sented in Ref.[8], are all consistent with "" = 0 at
95% confidence level. However, in this work we find
that the BICEP data alone give almost the same cen-
tral value as that from WMAP5+B03, but tighten the
constraints by roughly a factor of two, giving "" =
#2.60 ± 1.02 deg (68% C.L.). This means that BICEP

2

FIG. 1: The binned TB and EB spectra measured by
the small-scale CMB experiments of BOOMERanG (black
squares), BICEP (red circles) and QUaD (blue triangles). The
black solid curves show the theoretical prediction of a model
with !! = !2.62 deg.

Pole, are the bolometric polarimeters designed to cap-
ture the CMB information at two di!erent frequency
bands of 100GHz and 150GHz, and on small scales –
the released first two-year BICEP data are in the range
of 21 ! ! ! 335 [13]; whereas the QUaD team measures
the polarization spectra at 164 ! ! ! 2026, based on an
analysis of the observation in the second and third season
[14].

In Fig 1 we show the binned TB and EB power spec-
tra released by the BOOMERanG, BICEP and QUaD
collaborations. Compared to the B03 data, one can see
that the BICEP and QUaD data have apparently smaller
errors, implying that adding these data to the previous
analysis, e.g. Ref.[8], might in principal narrow down the
constraint on the rotation angle, which is essentially the
aim of this work.

Method – Given the aforementioned CMB polarization
data, we make a global analysis to constrain the rotation
angle "" using a modified version of CosmoMC, a publicly
available Markov Chain Monte Carlo engine [15]. With-
out loss of generality, we assume the purely adiabatic ini-
tial conditions and a flat universe, and explore the param-
eter space of P " (#b, #c,#s, $, ns, log[1010As], r,"").
Here, #b " $bh2 and #c " $ch2 are the physical baryon
and cold dark matter densities relative to the critical den-
sity, respectively, #s denotes the ratio of the sound hori-
zon to the angular diameter distance at decoupling, $
measures the optical depth to re-ionization, As and ns

characterize the amplitude and the spectral index of the
primordial scalar power spectrum, respectively, r is the
tensor to scalar ratio of the primordial spectrum, and we
choose ks0 = 0.05 Mpc!1 as the pivot scale of the pri-
mordial spectrum.

The rotation angle "" is accumulated along the jour-

FIG. 2: One-dimensional posterior distributions of the rota-
tion angle derived from various data combinations. The dot-
ted vertical line illustrates the unrotated case (!! = 0) to
guide eyes.

TABLE I: Constraints on the rotation angle from various
CMB data sets. The Mean values and 68% C.L. error bars
are shown.

Data !! (deg) Reference

WMAP5+B03+BICEP !2.62 ± 0.87 This work

BICEP !2.60 ± 1.02 This work

WMAP5+B03 !2.6 ± 1.9 Ref.[8]

WMAP5 !1.7 ± 2.1 Ref.[1]

WMAP3+B03 !6.2 ± 3.8 Ref.[16]

WMAP3 !2.5 ± 3.0 Ref.[17]

WMAP3+B03 !6.0 ± 4.0 Ref.[6]

ney of CMB photons, and the constraints on the rota-
tion angle depends on the multipoles !. In Ref.[1], the
WMAP5 group found that the rotation angle is mainly
constrained from the high-! polarization data, and the
polarization data at low multipoles do not a!ect the re-
sult significantly. Therefore, in our analysis, we assume
a constant rotation angle "" at all multipoles. Fur-
ther, we also impose a conservative flat prior on "" as,
#%/2 ! "" ! %/2.

Numerical Results – We present our result derived from
the WMAP5, B03 and BICEP polarization data in Ta-
ble I and Fig.2, in comparison with the published results.

As shown, the previously published constraints on the
rotation angle, including the most stringent constraints
"" = #2.6 ± 1.9 deg (1 &) from WMAP5+B03 pre-
sented in Ref.[8], are all consistent with "" = 0 at
95% confidence level. However, in this work we find
that the BICEP data alone give almost the same cen-
tral value as that from WMAP5+B03, but tighten the
constraints by roughly a factor of two, giving "" =
#2.60 ± 1.02 deg (68% C.L.). This means that BICEP
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Probing CPT Violation with CMB Polarization Measurements

Jun-Qing Xia1, Hong Li2,3, and Xinmin Zhang2,3

1Scuola Internazionale Superiore di Studi Avanzati, Via Beirut 2-4, I-34014 Trieste, Italy
2Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of Science,

P. O. Box 918-4, Beijing 100049, P. R. China and
3Theoretical Physics Center for Science Facilities (TPCSF), Chinese Academy of Science, P. R. China

The electrodynamics modified by the Chern-Simons term Lcs ! pµA!F̃ µ! with a non-vanishing pµ

violates the Charge-Parity-Time Reversal symmetry (CPT) and rotates the linear polarizations of
the propagating Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) photons. In this paper we measure the rota-
tion angle !! by performing a global analysis on the current CMB polarization measurements from
the five-year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP5), BOOMERanG 2003 (B03), BICEP
and QUaD using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method. We find that the results from WMAP5,
B03 and BICEP all are consistent and their combination gives !! = "2.62 ± 0.87 deg (68% C.L.),
indicating a 3 " detection of the CPT violation for the first time. The QUaD data alone gives
!! = 0.59± 0.42 deg (68% C.L.) which has an opposite sign for the central value and smaller error
bar compared to that obtained from WMAP5, B03 and BICEP. When combining all the polarization
data together, we find !! = 0.09 ± 0.36 deg (68% C.L.) which significantly improves the previous
constraint on !! and test the validity of the fundamental CPT symmetry at a higher level.

PACS numbers: 98.80.Es, 11.30.Cp, 11.30.Er

Introduction – The accumulating high precision obser-
vational data of the CMB temperature and polarization
spectra are not only crucial to determine the cosmolog-
ical parameters [1], but also make it possible to search
for new physics beyond the standard model of particle
physics. One striking example along this line is the test
of the CPT symmetry. As a fundamental requirement of
particle physics, the CPT symmetry has been proved to
be exact and well tested by various laboratory experi-
ments. However, the validity of this symmetry needs to
be reevaluated in the context of cosmology. And in fact,
there have been some theoretical studies indicating the
possible break-down of the CPT symmetry at some level,
and interestingly, the cosmological measurements of the
CMB polarization facilitate the direct detection of the
CPT violating signal [2, 3].

To begin with, consider an e!ective Lagrangian of
electrodynamics including a Chern-Simons term Lcs !
pµA! F̃µ! , where pµ is an external vector, and F̃µ! =
(1/2)!µ!"#F"# denotes the dual of the electromagnetic
tensor. Note that this model violates the Lorentz and
CPT symmetries if pµ is non-vanishing. Also, this e!ec-
tive Lagrangian is not generally gauge invariant, but its
action is invariant if "!pµ = "µp! . This equality holds in
some cases, for example, pµ is a constant in spacetime or
the gradient of a scalar field in the quintessential baryo-
/leptogenesis [4]; or the gradient of a function of the Ricci
scalar in the gravitational baryo-/leptogenesis [5].

This CPT violating interaction yields a rotation, quan-
tified by "#, of the polarization vector of the electromag-
netic waves traveling over a distance on the cosmologi-
cal scale. The rotation angle "# is given in term of pµ

by "# !
!

pµdxµ [2], and it has imprints on the CMB
polarization data, namely, all the CMB two-point func-
tions, except for the temperature-temperature auto cor-

relation (TT), will be altered, and most importantly, the
cosmological birefringence can induce non-zero TB and
EB spectra, which is vanishing in the standard cosmolog-
ical model. Denoting the rotated quantity with a prime,
one has the following relations [6, 7]:

C
!
TB

$ = CTE
$ sin(2"#) ,

C
!
EB

$ =
1

2
(CEE

$ " CBB
$ ) sin(4"#) ,

C
!
TE

$ = CTE
$ cos(2"#) ,

C
!
EE

$ = CEE
$ cos2(2"#) + CBB

$ sin2(2"#) ,

C
!
BB

$ = CBB
$ cos2(2"#) + CEE

$ sin2(2"#) . (1)

Given the CMB polarization data and Eq.(1), one can
constrain the rotation angle to test the CPT symmetry.

In this work, we report the latest result on the
measurement of the rotation angle using the most
up-to-date CMB polarization data including WMAP5,
BOOMERanG 2003, BICEP and QUaD.

CMB Polarization Measurements – In our previous
analysis [8], we measured the rotation angle using the po-
larization data from WMAP5 [9] and the BOOMERanG
dated January 2003 Antarctic flight [10]. The WMAP5
polarization data are composed of TE/TB/EE/BB/EB
power spectra on large scales (2 # $ # 23) and TE/TB
power spectra on small scales (24 # $ # 450), while
the B03 experiment measures the small-scale polariza-
tion power spectra in the range of 150 # $ # 1000.

Recently, the Background Imaging of Cosmic Extra-
galactic Polarization (BICEP) [11] and QU Extragalac-
tic Survey Telescope at DASI (QUaD) [12] collaborations
released their high precision data of the CMB tempera-
ture and polarization including the TB and EB power
spectra. These two experiments, locating at the South

Xia et al. claim a 
first detection of 
CPT violation!?! 

Parameterized by 
Chern-Simons 

rotation angle α

August 2009
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(1) Birefringence and Lorentz-violation: http://prd.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v41/i4/p1231_1 
Jackiw, Field, & Carroll 

(2) Birefringence, Inflation and Matter-Antimatter asymmetry: http://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-th/
0403069.pdf Michael Peskin, Stephon Alexander 

(3) Chern-Simons Inflation and Baryogenesis http://arxiv.org/pdf/1107.0318.pdf         
David Spergel, Stephon Alexander 

(4) Birefringence and Dark Energy: http://arxiv.org/pdf/1104.1634.pdf
Marc Kamionkowski 

(5) Birefringence and Dark Matter detection  http://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0611684v3.pdf 
Susan Gardner

(6) Chern-Simons birefriencence and quantum gravity: http://ccdb5fs.kek.jp/cgi-bin/img/
allpdf?198402145    Edward Witten 
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0806.3082 Lee Smolin

(8) Kolb & Turner (1990)
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Birefringence & Systematics



But, can use to “self-calibrate” polarization 
angle better than with any calibrator 

(Keating, Shimon & Yadav (2013)
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Therefore systematics that are low enough for B-modes 
are not necessarily sufficient to measure EB & TB

Birefringence & Systematics
Leakage of temperature to polarization causes:
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Contaldi, Magueijo & Smolin (2008)

Systematics should be manageable for TB!

Miller, Shimon & Keating 2008

BICEP (2009) 3

where the !X
! (k, !0) are the Legendre expanded radi-

ation transfer functions integrated to the present time.
The functions P+(k) = PR(k) + PL(k) and P!(k) =
PR(k)!PL(k) are the sum and di"erence of the R and L
mode power spectra (9) under the assumption of isotropy.
Following (7) we can write

P+(k) =
Ph(k)

!

1 ! 1
"2

" and P!(k) =
Ph(k)

2"
!

1 ! 1
"2

" , (13)

where Ph(k) is a reference spectrum for the combina-
tion of the two gravitational modes for the standard case
(" " #). As shown in (12) any tensor contribution to
the TB and EB cross-correlation spectra vanishes for
the standard parity invariant case. Thus any non-zero
TB and EB signal would be an unambiguous indication
of new parity breaking physics either in the primordial
gravitational wave spectrum [13] or from e"ects along the
line of sight that rotate the polarizations [14].

Results Standard line of sight, Einstein-Boltzmann
codes (e.g. CAMB [18][25]) can be easily modified to
include the calculation of the TB and EB spectra and
in Fig. 1 we show the tensor sensitive combinations ob-
tained for a model with " = 10 and tensor to scalar ratio
r = 0.1. Searching for such a unique signal in the cross-
correlation spectra o"ers some observational advantages.
As mentioned previously the TB signal is larger than
the pure BB correlation but also does not su"er from
noise bias in the absence of noise correlations between
total intensity and polarization sensitive measurements.
In addition the TB spectrum is free of any ambiguities
induced by the coupling of E and B-modes due to cut–
sky e"ects in multipole space.

Observationally, the strength of the e"ect is deter-
mined by both the amplitude of the gravitational wave
background, usually denoted by the ratio of primordial
tensor-to-scalar spectra normalizations r = Ah/AS , and
the value of our parity breaking measure ". The ratio of
quadrupole power of the two, opposite parity tensor con-
tributions can be approximated as CTB

2 /CBB
2 $ #2/",

where #2 is a depends on the exact cosmology and
#2 % 200 for a standard #CDM model. In this case
the TB contribution will be larger than the BB one for
" < 102. Alternatively we can examine the overall ampli-
tude of the e"ect by comparing to the scalar contribution
to the total intensity spectrum

CTB
2

CTT (S)
2

$ $2
r

"

1

(1 ! 1
"2)

% 1 & 10!3 r

"
, (14)

for " ' 1 and where $2 % 1 & 10!3 is again a reference
value for a standard #CDM model.

CMB results have not yet reached the sensitivity re-
quired to impose interesting limits but most polarisation
experiments are now reporting the parity violating spec-
tra TB and EB in addition to the usual four since these
also provide useful consistency checks on instrumental
and analysis methods. The best constraint so far are from

FIG. 1: Tensor contribution to the TB (solid, black), BB
(dashed, red), and EB (dotted, blue) spectra for a standard
!CDM model with tensor to scalar ratio r = 0.1 and chirality
parameter ! = 10.

the latest WMAP 5-year results [22] [26] which observed
a TB quadrupole %(% + 1)CTB

! /2& $ 1.26 ± 0.87µK2.
This can be interpreted broadly as a 3-' upper bound
of !1.5 < CTB

2 < 4µK2 which translates into a limit of
"!1 > 0.4 r and "+1 < !0.15 r (where for simplicity we
ignored the |"| < 1 possibility). We are still in the regime
|"| " 1, but future data will give much more stringent
constraints of " ' 1; or else provide a detection.

Motivating chiral gravity What would be the theoreti-
cal implications of such an observation? While linearized
gravity is all that is needed to deduce a spectrum for
tensor fluctuations during inflation, it is generally as-
sumed that that theory is a linearization of a classical
non-linear gravitational theory, which is general relativ-
ity or a closely related modification. General relativity
is parity symmetric, so it is pertinent to ask how radical
the modifications of its principles need be to allow parity
asymmetry in the form of GL (= GR.

Chiral gravitation has been associated with a Chern-
Simons term [12, 13, 14] coupled to a dilaton, or the pres-
ence of spinors [4, 5, 6]. But none of these mechanisms
induce parity breaking at leading order in the graviton
propagator, as is implied by GL (= GR. But the pos-
sibility of such a leading order e"ect can be motivated
from several considerations including Euclidean gravity
and the fact that CP violating instanton e"ects are ex-
pected to arise in a path integral quantization of chiral
actions such as the JSS and Plebanski actions [24]. Note
also that in the linearized calculation presented above all

(Why not let gravity violate parity?)

TB bigger than BB



BICEP1 3-yr results
Next week, hopefully...
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FIG. 1.— Maps of CMB temperature and E/B-mode polarization generated from three years of BICEP1 observations. The 100 and 150 GHz maps are each
smoothed to a common 1� (full width at half-maximum) beam size before taking the frequency sum (left column) or difference (right column). The E and B
polarization maps have been additionally filtered to remove power outside the range 30 < `< 200, in order to emphasize the angular scales of interest for BICEP1.
As in C10, BICEP1 detects E-mode polarization with high significance while the B-mode signal is consistent with noise. The E and B-mode frequency-difference
maps are consistent with noise, indicating that they do not suffer contamination from polarized foregrounds.

Barkats et al. 2013
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FIG. 12.— BICEP1’s EE and BB power spectra complement existing data from other CMB polarization experiments (Leitch et al. 2005; Montroy et al. 2006;
Sievers et al. 2007; Bischoff et al. 2008; Brown et al. 2009; QUIET Collaboration et al. 2011; Bennett et al. 2012; QUIET Collaboration et al. 2012). Theoretical
spectra from a ⇤CDM model with r = 0.1 are shown for comparison; the BB curve is the sum of the inflationary and gravitational lensing components. At degree
angular scales, BICEP1’s constraints on BB are the most powerful to date.

fluctuations, first detected by WMAP (Kogut et al. 2003), at
8�. The total detection significance for non-zero EE power is
18�, and 14� for T E power.

The primary goal of BICEP1 is to search for the inflation-
ary B-mode signal. The B-mode spectra are consistent with
zero, and we place the strongest upper limits to date in the
50 < ` < 200 region where the signal from inflation is ex-
pected to peak (Figure 12). We also report this result as a
constraint on the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r. This constraint is
r = 0.03+0.27

-0.23 (68% CI) or r < 0.70 (95% CL). The correspond-
ing upper limit from C10 is r < 0.72. One might naively
expect the upper limit to improve by a larger factor when
adding 52% more data. This smaller-than-expected change
in the upper limit is explained by three main factors. First,
the offset-lognormal approximation used in the C10 likeli-
hood resulted in a negative bias on the upper limit for those
specific BB bandpowers (we find that the r constraint derived
from offset-lognormal bandpower likelihoods is biased low

for some cases and high for others). Using the more accu-
rate direct likelihood calculation removes this bias, increas-
ing the upper limit. Second, the improvement in the band-
power window function calculation results in increased noise
contribution to the first bandpower, which contributes 37% of
the weight on r. Finally, the third year data appear to con-
tain a higher than average fluctuation. Holding the details of
the analysis fixed, the median simulation finds that the upper
limit on r decreases by 0.27 with the inclusion of the third
year (Figure 13). However, the improvement seen in the real
data is only 0.10. Although this improvement is smaller than
average, 17% of the simulations saw even less of a change; in
7% of the simulations the upper limit actually increases when
adding the additional data.

Interesting constraints can be placed on Cosmic Birefrin-
gence from the BICEP1 T B and EB spectra, which are pre-
dicted to by zero by the ⇤CDM model. This topic will be
explored in detail in a future publication (Kaufman et al. in

r<0.7
r=0.1

Barkats et al. 2013



Cosmology Beyond the Power Spectrum

The POLARBEAR
Experiment

ALMA
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Goals of POLARBEAR

 Search for inflationary
B-modes to r=0.025 (95% CL)

& detect gravitational
lensing B-modes.

 Set first constraints on 
neutrino parameters from 
CMB polarization alone.

 Look for “beyond the 
standard model”, such as 
Cosmic Birefringence, 
primordial magnetic fields.

2yrs observation
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Temperature Anisotropy Map

 Roughly 10 times 
deeper than Planck 
(@143GHz)

 Our analysis pipeline 
works well

 One of three 
patches

µK
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POLARBEAR Roadmap
 POLARBEAR-2 (2014+)

3.5’ beam & 7,588 bolometers
90/150 GHz dual-band pixels
 r ~ 0.01 (95% C.L.)
90 meV neutrino mass (68% C.L.)
 “Stage 3”

sinuous antenna by UCB

6 times more than
POLARBEAR-1



Simons Array (2016)

 3 x Telescopes (UCSD) & 3 x POLARBEAR-2 receivers (UCSD & UCB) 
> 22,000 bolometers

 90/150/220 GHz tri-band pixels

Brian Keating (PI), Adrian Lee (co-PI)
Kam Arnold (PM)

conceptual illustration

Hardware:
funded by

Simons Foundation

80% of the sky is observable from Chile

Student, Postdoc & Fab Tech 
Positions at UCSD & UCB



Undergrads: Grad School @ UCSD Physics: Apply by December 15                         
Junior Faculty position in “Experimental Astrophysics”: Physics Today, AAS, etc.         
Junior Faculty position in “All of Astronomy, Astrophysics”: Physics Today, etc.



POLARBEAR Roadmap
 current POLARBEAR (POLARBEAR-1)

3.5’ beam & 1,274 bolometers
Array NET = 21 uK√s
 r ~ 0.025 (95% C.L.)

 POLARBEAR-2
3.5’ beam & 7,588 bolometers
90/150 GHz dual-band pixels
 r ~ 0.01 (95% C.L.)

 Simons Array
3 Telescopes, > 22,000 bolometers)
90/150/220 GHz dual-band pixels
 r ~ 0.007 (95% CL)
Scalable: more telescopes or 3-band pixels
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